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1. Introduction

At present, the first-row constraint|Vud|
2 + |Vus|

2 + |Vub|
2 (with |Vub|

2 negligible) offers the
most precise test of CKM unitarity. Up until 2002 (and for the 2004 PDG edition [1]), the evaluation
of Vus from olderK → πlν (Kl3) data gave 2.3σ hint of unitarity violation in the first-row test. The
2003 measurement of BR(K+

e3) by BNL E865 [2] gave a value for|Vus| consistent with unitarity.
In the period 2004-2006, many new measurements of branching ratios (BR), lifetimes (τ), and
form-factor slopes (λ ) were announced by KLOE, KTeV, ISTRA+ and NA48. Compared to old
determinations, all of these new measurements are based on much higher statistics; moreover,
the radiative corrections are applied consistently. The 2006 PDG review on |Vus| includes many,
but not all, of these important developments [3]. I present an up-to-dateevaluation that includes
preliminary results presented at this conference. The combination of experimental results has been
carried out by M. Moulson for the FlaviaNet Working Group on Kaon decays, and has been first
presented at 2006 CKM Workshop in Nagoya [4].

Vus is related to the kaon semileptonic decay rate through the following equation:

Γ(Kl3) =
C2

KG2
FM5

K

192π3 SEW |Vus|
2| f+(0)|2IKl(λ )(1+2∆SU(2)

K +2∆EM
Kl ), (1.1)

whereK = K0,K±, l = e,µ andC2
K is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, equal to 1/2 and 1 forK± and

K0, respectively. In the above expression, the decay widthΓ(Kl3) is experimentally determined
by measuring the kaon lifetime and the semileptonic BRs. A well determined treatmentof the
radiative decays is required in order to use the measured BR in the expression 1.1; usually, most
recent experiments publish values of BR totally inclusive of radiation. The hadronic matrix element
(form factor) for theK → π transition is parameterized in terms of its value at zero momentum
transfer for neutral kaon decays,f+(0) ≡ f K0π−

+ (0), which is determined from theory. Form factor
dependence on the momentum is described by one or more slope parametersλ , which are measured
from the decay spectra, and is integrated over the decay phase space,giving rise to theIKl(λ )

integral in equation 1.1. On top of that, some higher order corrections haveto be computed from
theory: SEW = 1.0232 is the universal short-distance electroweak correction;∆SU(2)

K and∆EM
Kl are

SU(2)−breaking and long-distance electromagnetic corrections, which depend on the kaon charge
and on the lepton flavor.

In the following sections 2 to 4 most recent measurements forKL, KS andK± BRs and lifetimes
will be firstly reviewed and the updated averages will be presented; in section 5 the measurement
of the form factor slopes and the evaluation of the phase space integrals will be summarized; in
sections 6 and 7 the extraction onVus will be finally addressed.

2. KL branching ratios and lifetime

Many new measurements ofKL BRs were performed during the last three years, which con-
tributed to clarify theKL experimental picture with respect to the 2004 PDG compilation [5]. The
KTeV experiment has measured accurately five ratios ofKL main decay widths from independent
samples of 105−106 events collected with a single trigger. They obtain [7]:Γ(Kµ3)/Γ(Ke3) =

0.6640(26), Γ(π+π−π0)/Γ(Ke3)= 0.3078(18), Γ(π+π−)/Γ(Ke3)= 0.004856(28), Γ(2π0)/Γ(3π0)=
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0.004446(25), andΓ(3π0)/Γ(Ke3) = 0.4782(55). The six decay modes involved cover 99.93% of
KL width, so KTeV combines the ratios to extract the BRs. The measured ratios are used in-
stead in the present evaluation to perform a global fit toKL BRs and lifetime, with correlations
provided by the experiment. The NA48 experiment has measured the ratio ofKe3 decays normal-
ized to final states with two charged tracks, obtained from a sample of 80× 106 events. They
find [8] Γ(Ke3)/Γ(2 track) = 0.4978(35), and using BR(2 track)∼ 1.0048−BR(3π0), they evalu-
ate BR(Ke3). The measured ratio is used in the present fit toKL decay modes. Moreover, the NA48
experiment has produced also a preliminary result for the ratioΓ(KL → 3π0)/Γ(KS → 2π0) [9].
UsingΓ(KS → 2π0) as external input, they obtain BR(KL → 3π0)/τL = 3.795(58) MHz, which is
used in the global fit as well. The KLOE experiment has measured the absolute BRs for the four
main KL decay channels from a sample of 13×106 φ → KSKL events with aKS → π+π− decay
reconstructed in the apparatus. The results depend on theKL lifetime through the geometrical ac-
ceptance of the apparatus asdBR/BR = 0.67dτL/τL. Using as reference valueτ(0)

L = 51.54 ns
they get [10] BR(0)(Ke3) = 0.4049(21), BR(0)(Kµ3) = 0.2726(16), BR(0)(3π0) = 0.2018(24), and
BR(0)(π+π−π0) = 0.1276(15). In their paper, they constrain the BR sum to one, and solve forτL

by using the above relation; in this way they improve the measurement errors too. For the global
KL fit the reference values have been used instead, accounting for lifetime dependence and other
experimental correlations. KLOE has provided also an independent measurement ofτL, obtained
by fitting the proper decay time distribution forKL → 3π0 events, for which the reconstruction ef-
ficiency is high and uniform over a fiducial volume of∼ 0.4λL. They find [11]τL = 50.92(30) ns.

All of the results discussed above, plus few more which are described in Ref. [4], are used in
a PDG-like fit to evaluate theKL main decay channels and lifetime. The only constraint used in
this fit isΣ(BR) = 1. The fit converges succesfully withχ2/nd f = 20.2/11 (Prob= 4.3%), and the
results are reported in table 1. Figure 1 shows a comparison between previous PDG averages and

BR(Ke3) BR(Kµ3) BR(3π0) BR(π+π−π0)

Value 0.40563(74) 0.27047(71) 0.19507(86) 0.12542(57)
Scale factor 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1

BR(π+π−) BR(2π0) BR(γγ) τL

Value 1.9966(67)×10−3 8.644(42)×10−4 5.470(40)×10−4 51.173(200) ns
Scale factor 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.1

Table 1: KL BRs and lifetime from a fit to recent data.

the present results forKe3, Kµ3, 3π0 andπ+π− decay channels. Differences between this fit and
2006 PDG edition [6] are minor, while a substantial difference is observedwith respect to the 2004
PDG review [5], due to a completely renewed set of measurements.

3. KS branching ratios and lifetime

Present knowledge ofKS main BRs is dominated by two recent KLOE results onKe3 and
2π events, based on a sample of 1.2×108 φ → KSKL events. They measureΓ(Ke3)/Γ(π+π−) =

10.19(13)× 10−4 [14], andΓ(π+π−)/Γ(2π0) = 2.2549(54) [15]. These two ratios completely
determine the value ofKS main BRs, and as far as the value ofVus is concerned we use BR(Ke3) =

7.046(91)×10−4.
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BR(Ke3) % BR(Kµ3) % BR(3π0) % BR(π+π−) 10−3

PDG ’04

PDG ’06

This fit

Figure 1: BR evolution for some representativeKL channels:Ke3, Kµ3, 3π0, andπ+π−.

The value ofKS lifetime used in the present determination of|Vus| f+(0) is τS = 0.08958(5) ns,
which is taken from PDG fit toCP parameters [6]. This result is highly constrained by measure-
ments from NA48 [16] and KTeV [17].

4. K± branching ratios and lifetime

Most of the present experimental efforts focus on charged kaon decays, and particularly on
K±

l3 decays. The NA48 experiment has published recently (and updated at this conference) pre-
cise measurements ofΓ(K±

l3)/Γ(π±π0), obtained with simultaneousK+K− beams. TheK±
l3 sam-

ples amount to 30−50×103 events forK− andK+, respectively, and the final accuracy is lim-
ited by statistics. They find [18][19]Γ(K±

e3)/Γ(π±π0) = 0.2470(9)(4), andΓ(K±
µ3)/Γ(π±π0) =

0.1637(6)(3), where the first error is statistical and the second one refers to systematiceffects.
The Ke3 ratio has been measured recently also by the ISTRA+ Collaboration, using asample of
2.2×106 K−

e3 decays. Their result [20],Γ(K−
e3)/Γ(π−π0) = 0.2449(4)(14), is in good agreement

with the NA48 one. The three ratios presented above are used in the globalfit for BRs and lifetime.
The last contribution is from the KLOE experiment, which has presented at this conference [21] the
absolute measurement of BR(K±

l3) with ∼ 1% total error. This result is achieved by selectingφ →

K+K− events in which one of the two kaons decays toµ±ν or π±π0 final state, giving both a nor-
malization for BR evaluation and a tag for the signal search. Usingτ(0)

± = 12.385(25) ns [6] in order
to account for acceptance dependence from kaon lifetime, they obtain BR(0)(K±

e3) = 0.04965(53),
and BR(0)(K±

µ3) = 0.03233(39). The error matrix and the lifetime dependence are provided by the
experiment, in order to use these measurements in a global fit.

As far as theK± lifetime is concerned, the world average [6] is very precise, but presents a
poor consistency between measurements performed with different techniques; some confirmation
is therefore needed. The KLOE experiment has presented two new independent determination
of τ± at this conference [22]. The first measurement,τ± = 12.367(44)(65) ns, is obtained from
the kaon track decay length; the second one,τ± = 12.391(49)(25) ns, is obtained from the kaon
decay time inK± → π±π0 decays. The combined result isτ± = 12.384(48) ns, which is in perfect
agreement with PDG average.

When combining experimental results forK± decays, it is not possible to rest on recent data
only, like for KL. Indeed, whileK±

l3 have been measured recently by NA48, ISTRA+, KLOE
and E865, for channels likeπ±π0 andπ±π±π∓ the BR determination is still based essentially on
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measurements by Chiang ’72 [23], which are provided without accountingfor radiative corrections
and correlations between channels. The results of a fit to the available data, both preliminary and
published, are reported in table 2. The fit quality is very poor (χ2/nd f = 52/25, Prob= 0.11%), due
to the above mentioned tension between the old lifetime measurements, and to a 3σ inconsistency
between KLOE and NA48 results onK±

l3 decays. Figure 2 shows a comparison between previous

BR(µ±ν) BR(π±π0) BR(π±π±π∓) BR(Ke3)

Value 0.63545(132) 0.20656(100) 0.055962(303) 0.050758(290)
Scale factor 1.2 1.3 1.3

BR(Kµ3) BR(π±π0π0) τ±
Value 0.033656(280) 0.017614(226) 12.3840(193) ns

Scale factor 1.7 1.1 1.7

Table 2: K± BRs and lifetime from a fit to the whole available data.

PDG averages and the present results forK±
e3, K±

µ3, µ±ν , andπ±π0 decay channels. Differences
between 2006 PDG compilation [6] and the present fit are appreciable, thelatter including 2007
results onK±

l3 decays.

4.8 5 5.2 3.2 3.4 63 64 20 21 22

BR(K±
e3) % BR(K±

µ3) % BR(µ±ν) % BR(π±π0) %

PDG ’04

PDG ’06

This fit

Figure 2: BR evolution for some representativeK± channels:K±
e3, K±

µ3, µ±ν , andπ±π0.

5. Form factor slopes and determination of Kl3 decay phase space

SinceK → π is a 0− → 0− transition, only the vector part of the weak current has a nonvan-
ishing contribution. The matrix element can be expressed as

〈π|JV
µ |K〉 = [(P+ p)µ f+(t)+(P− p)µ f−(t)] (5.1)

whereP, p, are the kaon, pion momenta, andt = (P− p)2 is the onlyL-invariant variable. The term
proportional tof−(t) is only relevant forKµ3 decays, since it is multiplied by the lepton mass. It is
customary to expand the vector form factorf+(t) as

f+(t) = f+(0)

[

1+λ ′
+

t
m2 +

1
2

λ ′′
+

( t
m2

)2
+ . . .

]

, (5.2)

wherem is the mass of the charged pion, and only linear and quadratic terms are retained. In the
above expression, the form factor at zero momentum transfer,f+(0), is evaluated from theory, while
the form factor slopes,λ ′

+, λ ′′
+ are experimentally determined from semileptonic decay spectra. A
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scalar form factorf0(t) is introduced in the parametrization off−(t), defined asf−(t) = ( f0(t)−
f+(t))(M2

K −m2)/t with f0(0) = f+(0). As in the case of the vector form factor, the scalar form
factor is expanded in powers of momentum transfert:

f0(t) = f0(0)
[

1+λ0
t

m2 + . . .
]

, (5.3)

where only the linear term is retained.

New precise determinations ofλ ′
+, λ ′′

+, andλ0 have been published during the last three years
by KTeV [26], NA48 [27][28] and KLOE [29][30] onKLl3 decays, and by ISTRA+ [24][25] on
K−l3 decays. All of these results are reported in table 3, forKe3 andKµ3 decays separately. The

Ke3 form-factor slopes Kµ3 form-factor slopes
λ ′

+×103 λ ′′
+×103 λ ′

+×103 λ ′′
+×103 λ0×103

ISTRA+ [24] 24.9(1.7) 1.9(0.9) ISTRA+ [25] 23.0(6.4) 2.3(2.3) 17.1(2.2)
KTeV [26] 21.7(2.0) 2.9(0.8) KTeV [26] 17.0(3.7) 4.4(1.5) 12.8(1.8)
NA48 [27] 28.0(2.4) 0.4(0.9) NA48 [28] 20.5(3.3) 2.6(1.3) 9.5(1.4)
KLOE [29] 25.5(1.8) 1.4(0.8) KLOE prel. [30] 25.6(1.8) 1.4(0.8) 15.6(2.6)

Table 3: Current data onKl3 form-factor slopes; ISTRA+ results are rescaled by(mπ+/mπ0)2; KLOE
preliminary result onKµ3 is obtained from a combined fit toKe3 andKµ3 spectra.

experimental picture forKe3 decays is summarized in figure 3, where the 1σ contours measured by
each experiment in theλ ′

+-λ ′′
+ plane are reported. The compatibility between the four experiments

is excellent, the average slopes beingλ ′
+ = 25.15(0.87)×10−3 andλ ′′

+ = 1.57(0.38)×10−3, with
χ2/nd f = 5.3/6 (Prob= 51%). The average correlation between slopes isρ(λ ′

+,λ ′′
+) = −0.941,

and it determines the angular inclination of the ellipses, which is only marginally affected by
the measurement systematic error. Integrating these slope parameters overthe decay spectrum,
the following values for the phase space integrals are obtained:I(K0e3) = 0.15465(21), and
I(K±e3) = 0.15901(22). The average slopes resulting from a global fit toKe3 andKµ3 areλ ′

+ =

24.82(1.10)×10−3, λ ′′
+ = 1.64(0.44)×10−3, andλ0 = 13.38(1.19)×10−3, with χ2/nd f = 53/13

(Prob= 10−6). The compatibility between measurements is very poor, and the inconsistency is
parametrized by large scale factors (1.4, 1.3, and 1.9 forλ ′

+, λ ′′
+, andλ0, respectively), which pro-

duce larger errors onλ ′
+ andλ ′′

+ respect to the ones obtained fromKe3 data alone. Such an inconsis-
tency is entirely due to the value of the scalar slope measured by NA48, as it isevident by looking
at figure 4, where the averageKl3 contours for the single experiments are shown. Moreover, exclud-
ing the NA48Kµ3 result from the slope fit one getsχ2/nd f = 12.2/10 (Prob= 27.1%). The phase
space integrals for the four decay modes are:I(K0e3) = 0.15454(29), I(K±e3) = 0.15889(30),
I(K0µ3) = 0.10209(31), andI(K±µ3) = 0.10504(32). These integrals are computed without ex-
cluding any experimental result, and they will be used to evaluate|Vus| f+(0). TheKe3 values differ
by less than one per mill respect to the ones fromKe3 fit. TheKµ3 integrals change by 0.6% if the
NA48 result is excluded from the fit, but this would shift the final averagefor |Vus| f+(0) only by
0.08%.
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Figure 3: 1σ contours measured in theλ ′
+-λ ′′

+ plane forKe3 decays by KTeV (red), KLOE (blue), ISTRA+
(purple), and NA48 (green); yellow ellipse represents the average result.
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Figure 4: 1σ contours measured in theλ ′
+-λ ′′

+, λ0-λ ′′
+, andλ0-λ ′

+ planes forKl3 decays by KTeV (red),
KLOE (blue), ISTRA+ (purple), and NA48 (green); yellow ellipses represent the average results.

6. Extraction of |Vus| f+(0)

SU(2)−breaking andEM corrections which are used to extract|Vus| f+(0) are summarized in
table 4. TheSU(2)−breaking correction is evaluated with ChPT toO(p4), as described in [31].
The long distanceEM corrections to the full inclusive decay rate are evaluated with ChPT to
O(e2p2) [31], and using low-energy constants from Ref. [33]. The quoted results have been eval-
uated recently [32], and include for the first time theKµ3 channels for both neutral and charged
kaons. Using all of the experimental and theoretical inputs discussed above, the values of|Vus| f+(0)

have been evaluated forKLe3, KLµ3, KSe3, K±e3, andK±µ3 decay modes, as shown in ta-
ble 5 and figure 5. The five decay modes agree well within the quoted errors, and average to
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Mode ∆SU(2)
K ∆EM

Kl

K0e3 0 0.57(15)%
K0µ3 0 0.80(15)%
K±e3 2.36(22)% 0.08(15)%
K±µ3 2.36(22)% -0.12(15)%

Table 4: Summary ofSU(2)−breaking andEM corrections.

Approx. contrib. to % err
Mode |Vus| f+(0) % err BR τ ∆ IKl(λ )

KLe3 0.21627(60) 0.28 0.09 0.19 0.15 0.09
KLµ3 0.21678(67) 0.31 0.10 0.18 0.15 0.15
KSe3 0.21544(144) 0.67 0.65 0.03 0.15 0.10
K±e3 0.21725(89) 0.41 0.29 0.09 0.26 0.10
K±µ3 0.21800(114) 0.52 0.42 0.09 0.26 0.15

Table 5: Values of|Vus| f+(0) extracted fromKl3 decay rates; all sources contributing to the total fractional
error are reported separately.

|Vus| f+(0) = 0.21663(47), with χ2/nd f = 2.62/4 (Prob= 62%). To evaluate the reliability of the
SU(2)−breaking correction, a comparison is made between separate averages of |Vus| f+(0) for
the neutral and the charged channels, which are 0.21638(52) and 0.21740(86), respectively: they
agree within 1.1σ . Alternatively, an experimental estimate of∆SU(2)

K is obtained by comparing
the neutral result with the charged one evaluated without correcting forSU(2)−breaking: we get
∆SU(2)

exp = 2.84(40)%, which is good agreement with the value estimated from theory.

0.214

0.216

0.218

0.22

KLe3 KLµ3 KSe3 K±e3 K±µ3

Figure 5: Values of|Vus| f+(0) extracted fromKl3 decay rates; the average between decay modes is indicated
by a continuous line, dashed lines representing the 1σ band.

7. Determination of |Vus| and CKM unitarity test

In the previous section a determination of|Vus| f+(0) from Kl3 decays has been presented,
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with ∼ 2× 10−3 fractional accuracy. Assuming forf+(0) the standard Leutwyler-Roos evalu-
ation [34], f+(0) = 0.961(8), we get |Vus| = 0.2254(19). To test the CKM unitarity, we use
Vud = 0.97372(26) [35], which is an average from 0+ → 0+ nuclear beta decays, and includes
a recent evaluation of electroweak radiative corrections. Combining the two results we get

V 2
ud+V 2

us−1 = −0.0011(10), (7.1)

which is consistent with unitarity to∼ 1σ . A value ofVus can also be obtained from a comparison
of the radiative inclusive decay rates ofK± → µ±ν(γ) andπ± → µ±ν(γ) combined with a lattice
calculation offK/ fπ via [36]

Γ(K± → µ±ν(γ))

Γ(π± → µ±ν(γ))
=

|Vus|
2 f 2

KmK(1−m2
µ/m2

K)2

|Vud|2 f 2
π mπ(1−m2

µ/m2
π)2 ×0.9930(35), (7.2)

with the uncertainty on the multiplicative factor coming from the electroweak radiative corrections.
To solve equation 7.2 forVus/Vud, we use BR(K± → µ±ν) = 0.6366(17) from KLOE [37], and
the preliminary lattice resultfK/ fπ = 1.208(2)(+7

−14), from the MILC Collaboration [38]. From
the above results we getVus/Vud = 0.2286(+27

−15). This ratio can be used in a fit together with the
measurements ofVus andVud, as shown in figure 6. Results of this fit areVud = 0.97372(26), and
Vus = 0.2245(16), with χ2/nd f = 0.73/1 (Prob= 39%). If we add the constraint of unitarity we
getVud = 0.97398(21), andVus = 0.2266(9), with χ2/nd f = 3.6/2 (Prob= 17%), which is again
compatible with unitarity at 1σ level.

0.22

0.225

0.23

0.97 0.975 0.98
0.22

0.225

0.23

0.97 0.975 0.98

Vus

Vud

Vus/Vud

fit

fit with unitarity

unitarity

Figure 6: Results of fits to|Vud|, |Vus|, and|Vus|/|Vud|.
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